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Hey � - Braveheart here.

 
Thank you for subscribing to The Braveheart Report. 

 
I am grateful for your readership and hope that you stay here for many future issues.

 
 

This is the issue #2 of The Braveheart Report.
 

Every week, I send out one tip on how to improve your trading skills and performance.
 

Enjoy.



How to find a High Probability trade that pays a 5:1 Reward to Risk.

To find trades that pay out 5:1, you must trade aligned with the banks and financial institutions. 

We want to generate a 5:1 RR Trade from a market that will expand higher with large-range candles.

We are NOT generating a 5:1 RR Trade from trying to force a tight stop loss for a higher Risk to Reward trade.

Big moves occur from Higher Time Frame levels because that is where Banks & Financial Institutions operate.

Therefore, if we want to find a 5:1 RR trade setup, we frame that trade around a Higher Time Frame level.









Once we have found a Higher Time Frame level to frame our trade based on...

We want to look for details from an Intermediate-term Perspective.

From here we can start classifying swing highs and lows to look for a trade framework.

We can also see valid market structure breaks and imbalances due to the more detail.

Once we have an Intermediate-term Swing Point, we can start looking for an entry on the Short-term
Perspective.







Once we are in the Short-term Perspective, we can start looking for a Trade Setup.

Our goal is to align our Trade Setup with the framework formulated from the intermediate-term perspective.

Also, that trade setup must be within a Kill Zone to be aligned with the Banks and Financial Institutions.

Evidence of participation from the Banks and Financial Institutions can be seen with SMT.





Setup Example #1







Setup Example #2











You can see how we get multiple 5:1 Trade Setups after we have reacted to a Higher Time Frame Level

The goal is to align our trades with the Banks and Financial Institutions.
We can do that when we frame our Trades based on a Higher Time Frame level.



Hey � - That's all for this week. 1 Simple Trading Tip.

If you’re not getting value out of these tips, please consider unsubscribing.

I won’t mind and there are no hard feelings.

Alternatively, if you are enjoying this newsletter, the best compliment you could pay me
would be to recommend it to a friend or share it with others

See you again next week.

Cheers, Braveheart.


